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That loud sound you just heard was the entire DOJ
leadership going poof. A thread.

Barr The Corrupt told the Senate he would recuse himself from matters related to

SecLabor Alex Acosta because it implicated his former law firm, Kirkland Ellis. There

was conflicting reporting on whether he recused from the Epstein matter today, so

here is where I think we are:

Barr said he would recuse from Acosta matters, and it is reported that he did. Is there

wiggle room on Epstein? I don't think so. KE repped Epstein and intervened with

Acosta, so KE's direct conflict is Epstein. That conflict is imputed to KE lawyers like

Barr.

So Barr will be required to recuse from all Epstein matters, not just Acosta.

(reporting; https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-08/epstein-case-

has-barr-weighing-whether-he-must-recuse-himself). What then, you say? That's

where it gets interesting.

When an AG recuses at DOJ, there is a line of succession based on an Obama

transition order. Succession is AG, DAG, AAG, USAG for DC, USAG for Northern

District of Illinois and USAG for Central District of California.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_Order_13775

So if Barr recused because of ties to Kirkland Ellis, that puts DAG in line. The DAG

(since Rod Rosenstein retired) is Jeffrey Rosen. Rosen, however, was a senior partner

AT KIRKLAND ELLIS. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_A._Rosen

If Barr and Rosen are recused that puts Claire McCusker Murray in charge. She

clerked for Alito and Brett Kavanaugh before joining DOJ. And she also worked AT

KIRKLAND ELLIS. Bub Bye Claire.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claire_McCusker_Murray

So with Barr, Rosen and Murray out, that brings us to the USAG for DC Circuit. Who

is that? Jessie K. Liu. Ms. Liu did NOT work for Kirkland and Ellis. She has been

Deputy Chief of Staff for the National Security Division and DAG Civil Rights. She is a

bad ass.

USAG Liu was chief prosecutor on the Maria Butina case. She signed with Robert

Mueller on the Roger Stone filings. DeepStaters hate her
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The Corruption and Influence of Jessie K Liu…
What do the following four points have in common? The manipulated DC legal case
surrounding the Awan brothers; and how they escaped full accountability, likely due
to need to protect politicians. (…

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2019/04/14/the-corruption-and-influence-of-jessi…

She is the primary person to have inherited the Mueller files.

.

Jessie Liu Says DC Team Is Ready to Handle Mueller Cases | National …
The head of the U.S. attorney’s office in Washington said her office has seen an
increase in work now that the special counsel’s probe is over.

https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/04/17/jessie-liu-says-dc-team-is-ready-to…

PUT ON YA ROSE COLORED GLASSES. EVERYONE IS RECUSED EXCEPT JESSIE

LIU.  

HAHAHAHAHAHAHA. STUPID MOBSTERS PUT ALL THEIR EGGS IN THE

KIRKLAND ELLIS BASKET. @xtrixcyclex @ericgarland @TrueFactsStated

@911CORLEBRA777 @LouiseMensch @lauferlaw

I am particularly thrilled that it is the Epstein cases that should be clear of Barr. It's

already proven (he pleaded to almost the same facts and there are hundreds of

witnesses); ALL THE TRUMPERS are implicated; and the crimes are unforgivable.

The next guy after Liu is this dude. Don't know anything about him.

https://www.justice.gov/usao-ndil/meet-us-attorney
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